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OUR TOOLBOX
INCLUDES NEW
T ECHNOLOGY

Launching Pad: Preconstruction Meeting
Without a successful takeoff, a safe landing is impossible.

Addison Homes has
added a powerful,
webbased client
portal to the tools we
use to build Dwell
Well® homes. The
software is designed
to enhance customer
service via
streamlined
information flow
and improved
communication.
This userfriendly
system provides
clients with easy
access to every
detail of their new
home’s construction
process. Whether at
home, on the road,
out of town or even
out of the country,
clients can login to
review and/or update
their selections, for
example, and provide
electronic approvals.
This keeps the
project on schedule
– and on budget –
while fostering less
stressful decision
making. Clients can
also stay current on
financials, schedule
meetings, check
daily site progress
and view photos.
Most important, they
can ask questions in
an organized, highly
responsive format.
Once construction is
complete, the client
portal provides a
place for warranty
related questions
and requests.

BUILDING
SUCCESS 101

All homebuyers want their new home to turn out just as they envisioned,
built on schedule, and for the agreedupon price. As a professional builder,
we want exactly the same thing. That's what makes the preconstruction
meeting so important. This is a time for builder and client to ensure all of
the new home’s details are clear. Clients who get the most from the
preconstruction meeting know what to expect and come prepared to fully
participate.
The preconstruction meeting is the first of three important meetings that
happen during the building process (the other two are the preelectrical
walkthrough and the orientation meeting). The meeting is typically
scheduled after the construction agreement has been signed, and shortly
before ground breaking. This is a chance for the client to confirm product
selections and make lastminute corrections before the project gets under
way. Think of it as the construction equivalent of the airline pilot's preflight
checklist.
Depending on the size of the project, the meeting typically lasts 1 or 2
hours. Attendees include the production manager, the company owner or
salesperson, and the client. If the client is a couple  regardless of who will
act as the primary decision maker or point of contact during the project  it
is important to have both partners in attendance. This helps eliminate
uncertainty and minimizes surprises once building gets under way.
Topics covered may vary depending on the project, but usually include a
review of the floor plan and client selections: the type of siding, structural
options like dormers and bonus rooms, mechanical choices like a custom
air filtration, and any number of other items. The builder may also go over
the site plan: how the home will be oriented, where concrete work such as
driveways, sidewalks and air conditioning pads will be located, how rain
water will drain from the lot, and what trees, if any, need to be protected.
Legal issues such as property lines and easements may be covered as
well.
The builder will reconfirm the company's general policies and review the
process for making changes once construction begins. If something isn't as
expected, this is the time to ask questions. Errors and misunderstandings
are easier, less costly and less stressful to correct now than they will be
once construction begins.
Some prep work will usually need to be done before this meeting. The
client should prepare for the meeting by making timely selections,
especially if there are specialorder materials with long lead times. The
client should also prep by carefully reviewing the plans and specifications,
and preparing a list of questions. The list of questions is important. Now is
the time for clarity down to the smallest detail. Is there a floor drain in the
garage? Where will the hose bibs, outdoor lights and attic hatch be
located?
Clarity on procedures are also important. Who should the clients contact
with questions once construction starts? Can the clients visit the site
during construction? If so, when and what are the rules?
Done well, a good preconstruction meeting eliminates uncertainty and puts
everyone on the same page. It goes a long way toward ensuring a trouble
free project and a smooth landing for everyone.

Warm regards,
2009 Greenville Builder
of the Year
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item" list?

A: An "open item"
list is a list of minor
items that need to
be completed or
corrected before the
job is considered
finished and final
payment is made. In
most cases, the
builder and client
walk through the
home during an
orientation visit and
generate the list
together. The builder
then completes the
list of minor items
prior to the client
movein date to
insure the house is
100% complete prior
to movein.
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